In this paper, we present an algorithm for the generation of all partitions of a graph G with positive edge weights into k mincuts. The algorithm is an enumeration procedure based on the cactus representation of the mincuts of G. We report computational results demonstrating the efficiency of the algorithm in practice and describe in more detail a specific application for generating cuts in branch-and-cut algorithms for the traveling salesman problem. 2 which is equivalent to saying that every cell is a mincut. Such a k-cut is called a mincut k-partition and the set of all mincut k-partitions of G is denoted by M k . While G always has a minimum k-cut, it does not necessarily always have a mincut k-partition. Namely, if λ k > k λ 2 , then M k = ∅. The minimum 2-cut or mincut problem is a classical problem and well studied (see Chekuri et al. [1] and Jünger et al. [2] for overviews and computational comparisons of several mincut algorithms). Dinitz et al. [3] introduced the so-called cactus representation, denoted by H in the following, of the set M of all mincuts of G. Whereas G has O(n 2 ) mincuts [4], a cactus H only needs O(n) space for storing M. Furthermore, H also mirrors the inclusion and intersection structures of M, gives quick access to the size of mincuts, helps to keep the space requirement of the suggested generation algorithm small, and enables an efficient test for mincut-intersection.
Introduction
Throughout this paper, G = (V , E, w) denotes a simple connected undirected graph with vertex set V = {1, . . . , n}, edge set E, |E| = m, and positive real edge weights w e > 0, for all e ∈ E. An edge e ∈ E is an unordered pair {u, v} of vertices u, v ∈ V . A cut in G is the set of edges linking some vertex set U = ∅, U = V , to its complement U = V \ U. Thus a cut is completely defined by either of its shores U or U. For the purposes of this paper we will denote a cut by its inducing node set U (or U) and consider U and U as different cuts. The size of a cut U ⊂ V is its cardinality |U|. The weight of a cut U ⊂ V is defined as the sum of the weights of the edges between U and U and is denoted by w(U : U). A global minimum weight cut in G is also called mincut and its weight is denoted by λ. The set of all mincuts of G is denoted by M.
For some integer k, 2 ≤ k ≤ n, a k-cut is a k-partition {V 1 , . . . , V k } of V , i.e., a partition of V into k cuts V i . The elements of a partition are also called cells. The weight of a k-cut is defined as the total weight of all edges with end nodes in different cells. A minimum k-cut is a k-cut of minimum weight and its weight is denoted by λ k . Obviously λ = λ 2 and λ k ≥ λ k , if k > k. Since every cell of a k-cut has weight at least λ, it follows that λ k ≥ k λ 2 .
This paper focuses on the situation where a minimum k-cut has the least possible weight λ k = k λ A minimum k-cut in G where k is not fixed, i.e., is part of the input, cannot be found in polynomial time [5] (unless P=NP).
For fixed k, Goldschmidt and Hochbaum in [5] give the first polynomial algorithm (requiring O(n k 2 /2−3k/2+4 ) minimum (s, t)-cut computations). Karger and Stein [4] suggest a randomized Monte Carlo algorithm for the problem. Saran and Vazirani [6] and Kapoor [7] propose 2 − 2 k -approximation algorithms for the minimum k-cut problem. Zhao et al. [8] based their approximation of minimum k-cuts on minimum 3-cuts.
The literature on minimum k-cuts often concentrates on k ≤ 6. For minimum 3-cuts in planar graphs, see Hochbaum and Shmoys [9] and He [10] . Burlet and Goldschmidt [11] give an O(mn 3 ) algorithm for the minimum 3-cut problem. Nagamochi and Ibaraki [12] are concerned with k ∈ {3, 4} and Nagamochi et al. [13] with k ∈ {5, 6}. Levine [14] suggests fast randomized algorithms for the computation of minimum {3, 4, 5, 6}-cuts. Kamidoi et al. [15] present algorithms for minimum 3-and 4-cuts requiring O(n 4 ) and O(n 6 ) maximum flow computations, respectively.
Given k nodes, the problem of finding a minimum k-cut such that each cell contains exactly one of these nodes is NPhard for k > 2 (Dahlhaus et al. [16] ). In the case of a planar graph, this problem is solvable in polynomial time for fixed k [16] (see Yeh [17] for an elegant algorithm). Dahlhaus et al. [16] give a 2 − 2 k -approximation algorithm for the minimum k-terminal cut problem; Calinescu et al. [18] and Karger et al. [19] improve on the approximation guarantee. For k = 3, both Cunningham and Tang [20] and Karger et al. [19] obtain the best possible approximation guarantee 12 11 . In this paper we consider the problem of generating all mincut k-partitions of a graph G, for some given k. Section 2 describes the cactus representation of mincuts which is the basis for the efficient algorithm for generating M k . Section 3 outlines the general framework of the algorithm taking a sequence of mincuts as input. In Section 4 this sequence is reduced by ignoring mincuts that cannot be in a mincut k-partition. The test for intersection of mincuts described in Section 5 is a key to the efficiency of our algorithm. Section 6 discusses computational results demonstrating the efficiency in practice. Section 7 is concerned with the particular application of using mincut k-partitions in branch-and-cut approaches to the TSP. For the TSP, the generation can be speeded up further by skipping some undesirable mincut k-partitions, as described in Section 8. Section 9 shows that the generation of the desirable partitions is feasible and fast even for large TSP instances.
The cactus representation of mincuts
A graph is called cactus if every edge is contained in at most one cycle. We distinguish between cycle edges (contained in a cycle) and tree edges (contained in no cycle). Cacti we encounter here will be connected and for cacti we say node instead of vertex. A cycle with h edges is called an h-cycle. For technical reasons, we replace every tree edge by a pair of parallel edges so that we obtain 2-cycles. Whenever appropriate, the edges of a cactus are assumed to have weight 1.
Given G = (V , E, w), there is a cactus with node set N and a mapping π : V → N such that M = {π −1 (C) | C ⊂ N is a mincut of the cactus} (see Dinitz et al. [3] or Naor and Vazirani [21] ). This cactus is called a cactus representation of M or a cactus of G. Its nodes n i ∈ N correspond to subsets π −1 ({n i }) (possibly ∅) of V . Every mincut of the cactus induces a mincut of G and every mincut of G can be obtained at least once in this way. For a cut C ⊂ N we write V (C) for π −1 (C) and say that V (C) ⊂ V is induced by C . A cactus node inducing ∅ is called empty.
The mincuts of a cactus are easily obtained by removing two different edges of the same cycle which splits a cactus into two connected components. The nodes of each component form a mincut of the cactus. By traversing the connected component of a mincut of a cactus of G and collecting the vertices of G induced by cactus nodes, we get the induced mincut M ∈ M of G in time O(|M|). A cactus of G can thus be viewed as a condensed set representing all O(n 2 ) mincuts of G in space O(n) instead of O(n 3 ) necessary for listing all mincuts explicitly.
There may be more than one cactus representation of M, but the representation can be made unique by requiring additional properties. A cactus node belonging to exactly ν cycles is called a ν-junction node. A representation is called canonical [22] [23] [24] if there is no empty 2-junction node belonging to a 2-cycle and no empty 3-junction node. The canonical cactus is unique [25] and every cactus of G can be transformed into its canonical form [22, 24] denoted by H in the following.
The first polynomial construction algorithm is due to Karzanov and Timofeev [26] . Nagamochi and Kameda [25] show that the canonical cactus of G has at most 2n nodes. We refer to De Vitis [22] , Fleischer [23] , Nagamochi et al. [24] , and Wenger [27] for deterministic algorithms constructing H from G.
The deletion of two edges of a cycle of a cactus yields two complementary mincuts. In order to define without ambiguity which mincut we refer to, we orient the cactus edges. From now on, let the edges of a cactus be oriented in such a way that we walk around a cycle if we follow the directed edges of a cycle.
A directed edge c points from its tail node tail(c) to its head node head(c). Every mincut of H and thus every mincut of G can now be described by an ordered pair (c i , c j ) of cactus edges where c i = c j and both c i and c j belong to the same cycle. We define that (c i , c j ) describes the mincut of H or G at the head of c i . The mincut described by (c j , c i ) is the complement of the mincut described by (c i , c j ). Fig. 1 shows an example of a cactus representation. In the graph G, dotted edges have weight 1 and solid edges have weight 2. The pair (c 1 , c 2 ) describes the mincut {4, 18} of G. The pair (c 3 , c 4 ) describes a different mincut of H containing an empty node, but the same mincut {4, 18} of G. If a mincut of G is induced by more than one mincut of H, then it is induced by exactly two. Such a mincut of G is called a double mincut. Only empty 2-junction nodes of H give rise to double mincuts [22] . 
Remark 1.
To avoid ambiguity and to lock enough nodes for the intersection test in Section 5, we always describe a double mincut D of G by the pair of cactus edges (c i , c j ) such that head(c i ) is empty and equals tail(c j ). We rule out the second possibility for inducing D. For example, we choose (c 3 , c 4 ) instead of (c 1 , c 2 ) to describe the double mincut {4, 18} in Fig. 1 .
A mincut M ∈ M obtained by removing two different edges of a given cycle of H is said to be represented by the cycle. A mincut of G that is described by a pair (c i , c j ) of edges of a given cycle such that head(c i ) = tail(c j ) is called a bead of G represented by the cycle. An h-cycle of H represents h beads of G.
Generating all mincut k-partitions
We have |M| = O(n 2 ) and there are O(n 2(k−1) ) minimum k-cuts in G [4] . We select them in the case of λ k = k λ 2 in an efficient way from the larger set of all O(n 2k ) many k-subsets of M. For fixed k, generating these O(n 2k ) objects and testing the mincuts in each of them in O(n) for intersection and cover results in a naive polynomial time algorithm for generating M k .
We know from experiments [28] that such a straightforward algorithm is not practicable and more sophistication is needed.
Exhaustive search
A partial mincut partition (PMP) of V is a set of pairwise disjoint mincuts of G such that their union does not cover V . Our algorithm systematically enumerates PMPs and tries to extend them to a mincut partition of V with k cells. It can be viewed as generating a search tree where at the root node no mincut is chosen yet, and where on level , 1 ≤ < k, exactly mincuts are in the PMPs considered. The mincut k-partitions are among the leaves on level k.
During the enumeration we repeatedly choose and test mincuts for insertion into a PMP. Of course, it is crucial that only a small part of the possibilities really has to be explored. To this end we need criteria for excluding branches of the tree from further consideration and we have to be able to decide quickly whether a mincut considered for insertion into a PMP intersects with a mincut already in the PMP.
Since partitions are sets, the order of cells is irrelevant. Therefore, let us fix a sequence (M i ) of all mincuts M i ∈ M and let i * be the highest index of a mincut M i already contained in a PMP. Then, we only need to consider mincuts M i of the sequence with index i > i * for insertion into the PMP. The generation algorithm starts by growing a PMP initialized with {M 1 }. After having generated all mincut k-partitions containing M i , but no mincut with index smaller than i, the algorithm generates all mincut k-partitions containing M i+1 , but no mincut with index smaller than i + 1.
It turns out that the choice of the sequence (M i ) is crucial for efficiency. We sort the mincuts according to non-increasing size, i.e., (M i ) is a sequence such that |M r | ≥ |M s |, for r ≤ s. This sorted sequence allows for an efficient truncation test and an efficient cactus-based test for intersection of mincuts. Inserting large mincuts early into a PMP quickly covers large portions of V in a greedy fashion and eliminates many mincuts intersecting with the large ones already chosen.
Let us consider a mincut M for insertion into a PMP. If M is not ruled out by a size-based criterion below, we test if M intersects with a mincut in the PMP (detailed in Section 5). If we realize that M should not be inserted into the PMP, then we can skip M.
We give two fast size-based criteria for the truncation of the search tree. Let J be the set of indices of the mincuts in the current PMP (relative to the fixed sequence (M i ) of mincuts) and let µ denote the minimum size of a mincut in the input sequence (M i ).
First, a mincut M ∈ M satisfying
can be ignored. Because we have to choose (k − |J| − 1) additional mincuts on top of M to grow the current PMP into a mincut k-partition, the size of M is too large. Criterion (1) could be strengthened by, for example, replacing (k − |J| − 1) · µ with the sum of the sizes of the (k − |J| − 1) smallest mincuts in (M i ). Second, we can exploit the fact that the sizes of the mincuts in the input sequence (M i ) are non-increasing. Let us consider the mincut M i for insertion into the current PMP. We know that all mincuts with index i > i in the sequence have size
then we can ignore M i and all mincuts in Proof. Let N = |M|. Assume, in the worst case, that we never truncate any branch of the search tree. On level of the full N-ary search tree there are N nodes. This sums up to 1
) nodes in the full N-ary tree of height k. For > 1 we perform a test for intersection of mincuts to get from a node on level − 1 to a node on level . A brute-force implementation of this test runs in O(n). This sums up to O(n 2k+1 ) in total and dominates the time required for the construction of H from G and for building the input sequence of mincuts.
Remark 2. There are exactly
h k mincut k-partitions containing only mincuts represented by a given h-cycle of H where 2 ≤ k ≤ h. If h is large and k is neither close to 2 nor close to h, we have combinatorial explosion. Long paths in G consisting of edges weighted by λ 2 result in long cycles in H. In the application of mincut k-partitions to the TSP described below, there is a natural way to suppress long cycles in H and the proposed algorithm is fast in practice.
Building the input sequence of mincuts
An explicit sequence of the mincuts of G requires O(n 3 ) space. Using the cactus H, the space requirement for the input sequence (M i ) can be substantially reduced to O(n 2 ) by describing each mincut by a pair of cactus edges as opposed to an explicit list of vertices. For double mincuts it is important to take Remark 1 into account. We want to have a double mincut only once in (M i ). The total space requirement of the generation algorithm for M k (excluding the output) is dominated by the space requirement of the input sequence (M i ).
To make fast decisions in the algorithm, we need access to the size of every mincut in (M i ) in constant time. Therefore, in addition to the pair of edges describing a mincut, we store its size. Since the mincut sizes are integral and bounded, the
We could extract each M ∈ M from H to determine its size. This would amount to O(n 3 ) time. One can do better by exploiting the structure of M mirrored in the cactus H. Let us assume that we can access the size of each bead of G in constant time. Then, we can efficiently determine the size of each M ∈ M. Building the input sequence of mincuts takes O(n 2 ) time and the sizes can be determined along the way without increasing this time complexity.
To achieve this, we scan M in the following order when building the (still unsorted) sequence. The cycles of H are considered one after the other. For an h-cycle with edges
and head(c h ) = tail(c 1 )) the mincuts represented by the cycle are considered in the order (c 1 ,
We may skip some mincuts of H according to Remark 1. To obtain the size of a mincut (c i , c j ), the sizes of the beads between head(c i ) and tail(c j ) have to be summed up. The sizes can be updated in constant time when switching from one mincut to the next one.
The cactus H of G has O(n) edges and therefore G has O(n) beads. The sizes of all beads can be determined in O(n 2 ) total time by extracting the beads from H. Consequently, we improved from O(n 3 ) to O(n 2 ). Theorem 2. If the cactus H of G is available, a sequence of all O(n 2 ) mincuts of G, each one described by a pair of directed cactus edges, together with the sizes of the mincuts, requires O(n 2 ) space and can be computed in O(n 2 ) time-also if the sequence has to be sorted with respect to mincut sizes.
The beads of G are in 1-1 correspondence with the directed edges of H and we associate with every edge c of H the size of the bead at head(c). We now show that the total time O(n 2 ) mentioned above to determine the sizes of all beads can be reduced. The following algorithm labels every edge c of H with the size of the bead at head(c) (see Fig. 2 ).
In this algorithm, the array b storing the bead sizes is global and all other variables are local. As opposed to the bruteforce O(n 2 ) algorithm, the recursive algorithm does not extract the beads of G from H to compute their sizes. The nodes of H inducing a mincut of G are exactly the 1-junction nodes. The remaining nodes of H are cutnodes, i.e., they disconnect H when removed from H. Recall that a cutnode may be empty or not.
Because H has O(n) edges we obtain the following result. 
Reducing the length of the input sequence of mincuts
There may be mincuts M ∈ M that do not occur in any mincut k-partition and thus can be ignored. To reduce the space requirement of the input sequence (M i ) of mincuts and to speed up the generation, we do not admit a mincut M ∈ M to the sequence which cannot be in a mincut k-partition. Further, our generation framework offers the flexibility to be selective and accept only a subset of M as mincuts that constitute a K ∈ M k .
Size-based reduction
If we do not insist on the complete set M k , we can use parameters n min and n max to exclude all M ∈ M with |M| < n min or |M| > n max from the sequence (M i ). This allows for the suppression of K ∈ M k having cells with unbalanced sizes. A K ∈ M k containing an M ∈ M covering most of V can be suppressed by a small n max . If we insist on the generation of the complete set M k , we set n min := 1 and n max := n. Obviously, the minimum and maximum size of a mincut in the built sequence of mincuts may be larger than n min and smaller than n max , respectively.
After this first pass, it may be possible to drop further mincuts from (M i ). Let s min (s max ) be the sum of the sizes of the (k − 1) smallest (largest) mincuts in the current sequence. An M ∈ M with |M| + s min > n or |M| + s max < n cannot be in a mincut k-partition and can therefore be dropped from (M i ).
Structure-based reduction
As opposed to the criteria above, we now identify mincuts of G that cannot be in a mincut k-partition of G by exploiting the structure of M represented by H. Theorem 4. Let k > 2 and M be a mincut of G described by the edges (c i , c j ) of cycle C of the cactus H. If the number of nodes of H on C between head(c j ) and tail(c i ) (including head(c j ) and tail(c i )) is strictly smaller than (k − 1) and if all these nodes are non-empty, then M cannot be in a mincut k-partition.
Proof. The situation is visualized in Fig. 3 where the non-empty nodes n 1 to n r may be cutnodes (r < k − 1).
(i) M is not a double mincut.
We have to use mincuts described by pairs of edges of C to cover the vertices of G contained in n 1 to n r by mincuts of G not intersecting with M. The cardinality of a mincut partition containing M is maximized by choosing the r beads represented by C that do not intersect with M. Hence, M cannot be in a mincut τ -partition with τ ≥ k. (ii) M is a double mincut.
Then head(c i ) = tail(c j ) is an empty 2-junction node and the vertices in n 1 to n r can be covered by M which can be described by a pair of cycle edges not belonging to C. We end up with {M, M} ∈ M 2 . The other way to obtain a mincut partition containing M is detailed in (i).
We call a mincut of G described by a pair (c Proof. Fig. 4 depicts the situation (ν > k).
Each M j ∈ M, j = 1, . . . , ν − 1, is a blade of the empty ν-junction node of H . Apart from the unacceptable mincut 2-partition {M, M}, there is no mincut partition containing M with fewer than the ν > k mincuts M 1 , . . . , M ν−1 , M.
A fast cactus-based test for the intersection of mincuts
In the generation algorithm, a mincut M of G considered for insertion into a PMP of G has to be tested for intersection with the mincuts already in the PMP. We could keep an n-element array updated which indicates the vertices covered by a PMP, but the obvious O(|M|) test is too slow in practice. One can do better by using a sorted input sequence (M i ) of mincuts together with H.
Because intersection tests have to be performed very frequently, tests detecting an intersection after having scanned through nearly a complete mincut are very detrimental to the overall performance. Intuitively, it is desirable to know where to look in a tested mincut for collisions with a PMP. This section gives an answer.
Keeping Remark 1 in mind, let us denote the unique mincut of H inducing M by M . Whenever we insert a mincut M into a PMP, we lock M in H, i.e., we mark the nodes of M as occupied. We unlock M when we remove M from a PMP or from a mincut k-partition during backtracking in the search tree. A mincut M inducing M may be smaller (cactus nodes can contain several vertices) or larger (cactus nodes can be empty) than M. We show that we can focus on a 1-or 2-element subset of M if we want to test whether M intersects with a mincut in a PMP. Let M be described by the pair (c i , c j ) of cycle edges of H. We call the subset {head(c i ), tail(c j )} of M the anchor of M and denote it by A(M). For example, in Fig. 1, we The requirement M ∪ M j = V in Theorem 8 is no restriction for us since we are not interested in generating mincut 2-partitions (they could easily be extracted from H). An M with M∪M j = V would be ruled out by the size-based criterion (1) before a test for intersection is performed. Note the importance of |M| ≤ |M j | which holds in our algorithm due to the sorted sequence (M i ).
There is more to the fast test for intersection than only using a sorted input sequence (M i ). An M ∈ M described by (c i , c j ) is a union of pairwise disjoint beads. If we walk through M in H via depth-first-search starting at head(c i ), we may dive into a large bead building up M which does not intersect with a PMP. We may detect an intersection only after we have switched to a further bead building up M. Traversing M via breadth-first-search or walking along the cycle from head(c i ) to tail(c j ) is an improvement, but directly checking A(M) = {head(c i ), tail(c j )} ⊂ M in constant time is the best we can do.
Efficiency of the generation algorithm in practice
We report about computational results demonstrating the efficiency of our algorithm in practice. We implemented the algorithm in C and used the compiler gcc version 3.3 with optimization option -O3. All computational results reported in this paper were obtained on a Linux PC with a single 2800 MHz Intel Pentium 4 processor and 4 GByte main memory. Table 1 provides data for test graphs produced by a branch-and-cut algorithm for the TSP. They are equal to the graphs in Table 2 (see Section 9 The test graphs are sparse. Their number of mincuts is large for the relatively short cycles of the cacti and double mincuts appear frequently. The cactus construction algorithm of Fleischer [23] is slower than the one of Wenger [27] , but works for more general graphs. We report results for the range k = 6, . . . , 30 . The rationale will become clear in the sections below. The length k of the input sequence is provided for the extreme values k = 6 and k = 30. We have k < |M| for G 1 to G 8 . Roughly speaking, t k tends to increase with increasing n and k, but much slower than the time complexity O(n 2k+1 ) in Theorem 1 suggests. The test graphs have a large number of mincut k-partitions.
Note that, for the test graphs, a minimum k-cut algorithm would return a single element of M k . To the best of our knowledge, the only deterministic minimum k-cut algorithm for k > 6 is due to Goldschmidt and Hochbaum [5] and Table 1 Computation of all mincut k-partitions of graphs. Table 2 Mincut k-partitions for TSP support graphs.
Name requires O(n k 2 /2−3k/2+4 ) minimum (s, t)-cut computations. Therefore, our algorithm works for much larger k than nearly all minimum k-cut algorithms and can generate the complete set M k , for k > 6.
To enlarge the test bed, we experimented with random graphs G of the type described in Nagamochi et al. [29] and Jünger et al. [2] where these graphs served in computational studies assessing mincut algorithms. Apart from very rare exceptions, we have |M| = 2 for such a graph-whatever parameter settings determining some graph properties are used. That is, the cactus H consists of exactly 2 nodes joined by a single 2-cycle so that |M 2 | = 1 and M k = ∅ for k > 2.
Application to the traveling salesman problem
We now describe how mincut k-partitions can be applied in the branch-and-cut approach to the TSP. We only give a sketch of this approach here and refer to [30] for a detailed description.
Let G = (V n , E n , c) be the complete undirected graph with n nodes and edge weights c e , for every edge e ∈ E n . The traveling salesman problem (TSP) consists of finding a simple cycle containing every node (a so-called tour) such that the sum of its edge weights is as small as possible.
The TSP is a classical combinatorial optimization problem and it is NP-hard. With binary variables x e stating whether edge e is in the tour or not, the TSP can be formulated as linear 0/1 program as follows.
for all e ∈ E n .
Here δ(S) denotes the set of edges with exactly one end in a cut S (δ(v) being the abbreviation for δ({v})) and x(F ) stands for e∈F x e , for an edge set F . The equations x(δ(v)) = 2 are called degree constraints and the inequalities x(δ(S)) ≥ 2 are called subtour elimination constraints.
The traveling salesman polytope STSP(n) is defined as the convex hull of all feasible solutions of this integer program, or seen differently, of the characteristic 0/1-vectors of tours in the complete graph. Theoretically the TSP now amounts to minimizing the (linear) weight function c over STSP(n). To this end a description of STSP(n) with linear equations and inequalities is needed. There has been a lot of research on this polyhedral description and many classes of inequalities have been found. Most of them, however, are too complicated to be used in practice.
The branch-and-cut approach works with linear relaxations of STSP(n). A basic relaxation, the so-called subtour relaxation is obtained by replacing x e ∈ {0, 1} by 0 ≤ x e ≤ 1 in the above IP and provides a lower bound on the minimum tour length.
Usually the optimum solution of this linear program will be fractional. A simple branch-and-bound algorithm would now split the problem into subproblems, e.g., by fixing variables to 0 or 1, and proceed this way. In contrast, branch-and-cut tries to first strengthen the LP relaxation by adding further inequalities which are known to be valid for STSP(n). The characteristic situation in branch-and-cut is that the current LP relaxation has been solved giving a non-integral solution x * . For strengthening the relaxation the so-called separation problem has to be addressed now. It consists of finding a linear inequality which is violated by x * , but satisfied by all points of STSP(n). Separation algorithms identify such inequalities and, by adding them to the LP, improve the relaxation. Since STSP(n) is not known completely, it may be the case that no such separating inequality can be found and one has to resort to some kind of branch-and-bound. The success of a branch-and-cut approach heavily depends on the possibilities to generate violated inequalities before having to start to branch.
Note that, despite the exponential number of inequalities, the subtour relaxation is polynomially solvable via the ellipsoid method. In practice, however, it is solved very efficiently in short time and for large problem instances by generating subtour constraints in a cutting-plane fashion and by using the simplex algorithm for optimizing the linear programs.
We will show that our algorithm can give an interesting contribution to solving the separation problem for large problems where standard separation algorithms might be too time-consuming to be applicable in practice. Here an approach comes into play which allows for using mincut k-partitions. The idea is to ''shrink'' the current x * to a significantly smallerx representing the relevant properties of x * , search separating inequalities forx and ''lift'' them back to the original problem.
So assume that the following situation is given. The current relaxation has been solved and x * is its optimum solution.
The fractional vector x * defines the TSP support graph G = (V , E, w) where V = V n , E = {e ∈ E n | x * e > 0}, and w e = x * e , for e ∈ E. We assume that all linear constraints of the IP formulation, i.e., the so-called degree equations and subtour elimination constraints are satisfied. So, in a TSP support graph every vertex v is a mincut of weight 2 because w(δ(v)) = 2 and every cut S ⊂ V has weight w(δ(S)) ≥ 2. Let S, T ⊂ V be disjoint cuts. We denote the set of edges with one end in S and one in T by (S : T ) and abbreviate w((S : T )) to w(S : T ). To shrink a cut S ⊂ V we remove S and δ(S), add a new vertex s replacing S, and for all v ∈ V \ S with w(S : {v}) > 0 introduce a new edge {s, v} with weight w(S : {v}). Shrinking a cut S in G results in a graph denoted by G/S. If S is a collection of pairwise disjoint cuts in G, then the graph obtained by shrinking these cuts is denoted by G/S. Shrinking a mincut k-partition K ∈ M k results in a k-vertex graph G/K.
We require the concept of safe shrinking due to Padberg and Rinaldi [31] . In [31] sufficient conditions for 1-and 2-shrinkability are given where all involved sets S and T are mincuts.
A cut S ⊂ V in an n-vertex TSP support graph G is called 1-shrinkable if the weight vector of G/S is outside STSP(n−|S|+1)
given that the weight vector of G is outside STSP(n), i.e., S is 1-shrinkable if there is a TSP cutting-plane after shrinking S given that there was one before.
Analogously, a pair S = {S, T } of disjoint cuts in G is called 2-shrinkable if there is a TSP cutting-plane for G/S given that there is one for G.
Repeatedly shrinking 1-shrinkable sets and 2-shrinkable pairs is widely applied to reduce redundancy in TSP support graphs. Cuts computed for a shrunk graph are lifted to the original space. We could shrink any PMP or mincut partition in a TSP support graph to obtain a smaller TSP support graph. This shrinking is not necessarily safe, i.e., the weight vector may move inside the TSP polytope corresponding to the small graph.
The two separation methods below require small shrunk graphs. The required number of vertices usually cannot be reached by safe shrinking alone. In both methods k-cuts in a support graph are shrunk to obtain small k-vertex graphs.
In the small instance relaxation (SIR) method [38] , linear descriptions of polytopes associated with small problem instances are scanned in search for inequalities violated by x * where x * is the weight of a small k-vertex graph. The linear description of STSP(k) by inequalities is trivial for k < 6 and not completely known for k > 10. For the SIR method described in [32, 33] the range of k is 6 to 10.
The local cut method of Applegate et al. [34, 35] tries to compute a cutting-plane separating a vector x * from STSP(k) by applying linear programming and polyhedral theory where k ranges from 6 to about 30 or 40.
Both methods search for cuts of the form f T x ≥ f 0 with f ≥ 0 (called tight-triangular form in [36] ). To violate f T x ≥ f 0 by x * it is advantageous to have a low total weight x * e . The lowest possible total weight in a k-vertex graph obtained from a TSP support graph is achieved by shrinking a mincut k-partition. In this sense mincut k-partitions are the ideal kcuts to be shrunk. (Neither of the two methods relies on x * being the weight vector of a TSP support graph.) Shrinking a mincut k-partition is not always safe, therefore we try many of them. In our experiments they were indeed superior to other k-cuts [33] .
The generation in the TSP case
A TSP support graph emerging in a branch-and-cut run usually has numerous mincut k-partitions. To keep the number manageable, we apply safe shrinking before we start generating mincut k-partitions. In [31] the following sufficient condition for 1-shrinkability is proven. We call an edge having weight 1 a 1-edge. A 1-path in a TSP support graph is an inclusionwise maximal simple path consisting of 1-edges not spanning V . Using Theorem 9 we see that 1-paths can safely be shrunk to single 1-edges by repeatedly shrinking 1-edges. This is important since 1-paths in G form cycle segments in H and long cycles in H result in an exploding number of mincut k-partitions.
All sets S with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ 3 and the property that there is a t ∈ V \ S with w({t} : S) = 1 are 1-shrinkable. The condition in Theorem 9 is automatically satisfied and such a set S can be detected by simple means. In the literature, larger sets S are not shrunk. They are harder to find and checking the condition is time-consuming. We note that all candidates S for Theorem 9 can be extracted from the cactus by scanning its cycles for beads {t}. For an h-cycle of H with h ≥ 3, the weight in G between consecutive beads of H is 1 and between non-consecutive beads it is 0 (from Lemma 10). For 4 ≤ |S| ≤ 7 the condition can, e.g., be checked by scanning the known complete linear descriptions of STSP(k) for 6 ≤ k ≤ 9. Considering S with 4 ≤ |S| ≤ 7 usually leads to a slight further reduction compared to only shrinking S with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ 3, see [33] .
A 1-square in a support graph is a pair {S, T } of 1-edges with w(S : T ) > 0. A 1-edge in a TSP support graph is a mincut.
To reduce redundancy further, we also shrink all 2-shrinkable 1-squares satisfying the sufficient condition of [31] and note that candidates can be detected using the cactus.
When we generate M k for a TSP support graph G, we assume that no further S with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ 3 or 1-square can safely be shrunk as described above.
Safe shrinking can help in a further way to suppress undesirable K ∈ M k . In a TSP branch-and-cut context we start with k = 6. Only if the k-vertex support graphs obtainable by shrinking mincut k-partitions in G have been processed, we move on to the next higher k. Let us be satisfied with some instead of all cutting-planes per k-vertex graph G < . Assume that G < can be safely shrunk to G . If there is a cutting-plane for G < , then also for G .
The graph G < can be ignored if some kind of safe shrinking is applicable:
(i) If G has less than 6 vertices, then there is neither a cutting-plane for G nor for G < (degree equations and variable bounds remain satisfied when mincuts are shrunk in TSP support graphs). G < can therefore be ignored. (ii) If G has at least 6 vertices, then we may be able to find cutting-planes for G . However, for G cutting-planes have already been searched since G has already been processed earlier. Therefore, G < can be ignored.
We speed up the generation of mincut k-partitions by skipping exactly those K ∈ M k yielding graphs G < = G/K having a 1-path of length at least 2. First, our algorithm can be modified such that it backtracks as soon as three pairwise disjoint and consecutive mincuts represented by the same cycle would be chosen. This would result in a 1-path of length at least 2 in G < . In particular, this skips K ∈ M k resulting in a tour when shrunk. (G/K is a tour if all M ∈ K are represented by the same cycle of H.) Second, the following theorem shows how the input sequence (M i ) of mincuts can be reduced further in the TSP case.
Two cuts in G are said to cross if they intersect, neither of the two is included in the other, and their union does not cover V . We will use a well-known result on crossing cuts. Lemma 10. If A, B ∈ M cross in G, then the following holds. (ii) w(M 1 :
Theorem 11. Let k > 2 and M be a mincut of the TSP support graph G described by the pair (c i , c j ) of edges of H . Let tail(c i ) = head(c j ) and tail(c i ) be either non-empty or an empty ν-junction node with ν > k − 1. Let the same be true for head(c j ). Then G/K has a 1-path of length at least 2 for every mincut k-partition K ∈ M k containing M.
Proof. Fig. 5 depicts an exemplary situation. Let M ∈ K ∈ M k . Since k > 2, the mincut of G described by (c j , c i ) covering M cannot be in K.
If head(c j ) is non-empty, then we have to cover the vertices of G contained in head(c j ) by a mincut M j of G described by c j and a further edge c j = c i of cycle C. The other mincuts covering the vertices in head(c j ) intersect with M.
Now assume that head(c j ) is an empty ν-junction node with ν > k − 1. Let B ∈ M be the bead represented by C at the head of c j . We could cover B by a mincut (c j , c j ). If we want to cover B by other mincuts not intersecting with M, we need at least ν − 1 of them, as they correspond to the ν − 1 blades of head(c j ) not intersecting with M. In addition to these ν − 1 mincuts, we also have M in K and at least one more mincut since tail(c i ) = head(c j ). Since ν + 1 > k, we have to cover B by a mincut (c j , c j ) which we denote by M j .
For tail(c i ) the argument is analogous. We have to cover the bead of G at the tail of c i by a mincut (c i , c i ) denoted by M i where c i follows c j on C.
The two mincuts (c i , c j ) and (c i , c j ) cross in G. Using Lemma 10 we obtain w(M i : M) = w(M : M j ) = λ 2 = 1 and G/K contains a 1-path of length at least 2. The vertex resulting from shrinking M is an inner vertex of the 1-path.
The cutnodes of cacti of TSP support graphs are empty. They are often ν-junction nodes with ν > k and Theorem 6 excludes many mincuts from (M i ).
Computational results for the TSP
The test graphs G 1 to G 8 in Table 2 are the same graphs as in Table 1 . They are TSP support graphs obtained at the root node of the branch-and-cut tree for problem instances from the TSP benchmark library TSPLIB ( [37] ). Subtour elimination constraints have been separated exactly and in addition simple comb inequalities [31] heuristically. All 1-shrinkable sets S with 2 ≤ |S| ≤ 3 and 2-shrinkable 1-squares satisfying the sufficient conditions in [31] have recursively been shrunk to obtain G i .
The figures in Table 2 are for the generation algorithm which skips exactly the mincut k-partitions yielding a shrunk graph with a 1-path of length 2 or longer (compare Section 8). Due to Theorem 11, the length k of the input sequence (M i )
is smaller than k in Table 1 . In theory, k can be quadratic in n. In practice, k seems to be linear in n for safely shrunk graphs. The generation times t k of the algorithm modified for the TSP skipping some undesirable partitions are, due to the added backtracking criterion, sometimes slightly higher than t k in Table 1 , but usually clearly smaller. We have M k ⊂ M k .
No time-consuming separation algorithm has to be called for a small k-vertex graph corresponding to a mincut k-partition in M k \ M k . The range of mincut 30-partitions generated per second was 333 for G 6 to 224,598 for G 1 .
By applying all criteria for safe shrinking, many of the small k-vertex graphs corresponding to M k can be skipped instead of calling separation algorithms for them. The saved separation time usually outweighs the time required for checking safe shrinkability by far.
Remark 3.
If there is a candidate for a 1-shrinkable set S of any size in Theorem 9, then there is a 1-shrinkable set. If S is not 1-shrinkable, then W is. We do not have to check whether a weight vector is in the TSP polytope.
In a TSP support graph, a mincut k-partition usually contains mincuts of size 1, i.e., if we exclude all mincuts of size 1 from the input sequence (M i ), only very few mincut k-partitions are found.
This paper suggests an algorithm for generating the set of all partitions of the vertex set of a graph with positive edge weights into a fixed number k of globally minimum weight cuts. It is an exhaustive search algorithm in which the cactus representation of mincuts helps in several ways to make the search time and space efficient. For fixed k, the running time is polynomial in the number of vertices. But, more importantly, the algorithm is efficient in practice which is demonstrated by computational results.
It was also shown how mincut k-partitions can help in the small instance relaxation and local cut methods to find cuttingplanes for the TSP. In both methods many k-cuts in support graphs are shrunk and in some sense mincut k-partitions are the ideal k-cuts. For TSP support graphs, the desirable mincut k-partitions can be generated particularly fast.
Minimum and near-minimum k-cuts are generalizations of mincut k-partitions. An efficient deterministic generation of such k-cuts remains a challenge.
